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Introduction
Since the first equine disease surveillance report published for the fourth quarter of 2004, Defra, AHT and BEVA have been collating and reporting data for a broad range of equine diseases submitted from a network of UK-based diagnostic laboratories and veterinary practices. Although these data have provided a regular insight into equine disease occurrence on a national scale across the UK, they have not previously been examined longitudinally. To gain insights into UK equine surveillance trends over time data accumulated over the past four years (2005-2008) have begun to be examined and will hopefully form a more regular feature in future reports. The first disease to be assessed in this way is equine viral arteritis (EVA).

EVA overview
EVA is an infectious disease of equidae caused by equine arteritis virus (EAV). Clinical signs include pyrexia and depression, frequently accompanied by marked conjunctivitis (“pink eye”). Swelling of the area around the eyes, the lower limbs, brisket, mammary glands in mares and sheath or scrotum in males is seen. EAV may cause abortion if it infects pregnant mares and can kill young foals. Spread is by both respiratory and venereal routes and persistent infection may occur that can be maintained for several years in the accessory glands of carrier stallions. Serological surveys in the USA, Australia, New Zealand and the UK during the last two decades all showed a markedly higher percentage of seropositive Standardbreds than Thoroughbreds, particularly among breeding Standardbreds more than racing horses. Recent EVA outbreaks in the USA, France, Israel and Croatia highlight the potential significance of this disease to horse breeding industries across the word and the need to remain vigilant to changing circumstances.

The UK situation
The first confirmed outbreak of EVA in the UK occurred in 1993 after which there was heightened awareness about control and prevention of the disease. EVA is specifically dealt with by the HBLB Codes of Practice (Click here) and the infection has been notifiable in stallions under the Equine Viral Arteritis Order (Click here) since 1995. The principal means of control in the UK are based on establishment of freedom from infection, achieved by pre-breeding serological testing of stallions and mares and vaccination of stallions. An inactivated whole virus vaccine (Artervac; Fort Dodge Laboratories) became available following the outbreak in 1993 and has since been used since then, especially in Thoroughbred stallions. The vaccine is generally not used in mares, however.

EVA testing data
During the period 2005-2008 data on serological testing of antibodies to EAV have been supplied by the Veterinary Laboratories Agency (VLA) and several commercial laboratories, including the AHT (together referred to as “non-VLA” laboratories). The VLA conduct serological testing principally for international trade purposes based on the OIE prescribed virus neutralization (VN) test. Following the emergence of problems with widespread use of the VN test for routine screening, especially among recently EHV-1 vaccinated mares, non-VLA laboratories now conduct testing using a screening ELISA,
followed where necessary by a confirmatory VN test conducted by a limited number of laboratories.

A reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) assay is used for detection of EAV in clinical and post-mortem specimens and has been used principally by the VLA and AHT to detect EAV in the semen of stallions. Samples tested by RT-PCR also undergo confirmatory virus isolation (VI) using rabbit kidney cell culture (RK-13). All 135 PCR/VI tests performed by VLA and AHT during 2005-2008 were negative for EAV.

**Graphical representation of EVA data: 2005-2008**

Figure 1 represents a summary by quarter for 2005-2008 of the total number of serological tests conducted by VLA and non-VLA laboratories (green and blue bars) and the two quarter rolling average proportion of positives identified among these tests (yellow and red lines).
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**Figure 1: EVA serological tests and two period moving average proportion positive tests by quarter for 2005-2008 for VLA and non-VLA laboratories**

*No truly positive animals have been identified during this time period. All VN-positive animals were followed up according to a standard protocol to differentiate between seropositivity due to previous infection, vaccination or active infection/carrier status (stallions).

Features of interest to note in this summary for 2005-2008 are:

- The consistent seasonal pattern of numbers of tests conducted within each year, which was somewhat different between VLA and non-VLA laboratories. The pattern among non-VLA laboratories demonstrated a peak and subsequent decline from 1st to 3rd quarters with a pick up in numbers for the 4th quarter. This was consistent with pre-breeding testing in the first two quarters, with a predominance of Thoroughbred samples tested early in the first quarter. The fourth quarter increase represented pre-autumn sales testing as required by the major sales companies. VLA testing showed lower numbers of tests overall with a less pronounced peak
usually in the final quarter, consistent with less seasonally variable international trade testing requirements.

- The higher proportion of positive results seen in the first half of the year among the non-VLA samples during 2005-2007 was consistent with pre-breeding serological testing of stallions that had been vaccinated using Artervac EVA vaccine, in addition to testing of serologically positive mares, predominantly imported from other parts of the EU.

- For the period between the 2nd quarter 2005 and the 2nd quarter 2008, the proportion of positive results for both VLA and non-VLA samples were reasonably closely matched.

- In the second half of 2008 there was a marked rise in proportion positive among non-VLA samples that was not reflected among VLA samples. However, the explanation for this apparent peak of EVA positivity is largely artefactual related to changes in EVA testing practice during this period. Transfer of screening testing to in-house commercial ELISA-kits at several large veterinary practice laboratories that previously sent samples to specialist non-VLA laboratories, resulted in notably increased proportions of positive samples tested by confirmatory VN test at the specialist laboratories.

In conclusion, the data summarised in Figure 1 represent the considerable effort made among parts of the equine industry in the UK to maintain its vigilance against EVA. This is done in accordance with the recommendations that are outlined consistently each year in the HBLB Codes of Practice for annual serological retesting of breeding stock and re-vaccination of stallions and for the requirements also to test horses going through the sales ring. The data demonstrate consistent and predictable seasonal patterns of sample submission and seropositivity but also highlight the need when interpreting surveillance outputs for awareness about changes in practices that might notably influence underlying patterns in data.